The Cold War
Explore what life was like behind the Berlin Wall. Set off from the Brandenburg
Gate, the icon of Berlin that stood almost untouched in no man’s land for
decades. Take a train along recently reopened tracks under former East
Germany and hear about daring escapes as we pass stations where they
actually took place. Catch a tower’s-eye
eye view of a heated former death strip
area and see a still standing guard tower where ghosts kept the guards on edge
at night.
10 euro per Person
Jewish Berlin
We’ll trace the persecution of Jews in Berlin during the Third Reich era, see
what remains, what doesn’t and how it is remembered in modern day Berlin.
We’ll visit some collection centers for deportation, some synagogues (new and
old) and some sites of radical protests against National Socialism. Learn where
one man risked his life to save Jewish people from persecution, and see some
beautiful and important memorials, discovering how the Jewish community is
still rebuilding itself today.
10 euro per Person
Hitler and the Third Reich
From here a little Austrian man called Adolph Hitler consolidated the power of
the Third Reich, commanded the destruction of his rivals, led a country toward
world domination, and committed suicide. Physical remains of the Third Reich
are still scattered throughout the city today. Discover the history behind the
most emblematic Nazi sites in Berlin, from the rise of National Socialism to the
Soviet invasion of the city during Hitler’s last days, all in full color and highhigh
definition.
10 euro per Person
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Borderline Graffiti
Explore what life was like behind the Berlin Wall. Set off from the Brandenburg
Gate, the icon of Berlin that stood almost untouched in no man’s land for
decades. Take a train along recently reopened tracks under former East
Germany and hear about daring escapes as we pass stations where they
actually took place. Catch a tower’s-eye
eye view of a heated former death strip
area and see a still sstanding
tanding guard tower where ghosts kept the guards on edge
at night. Special Extra: Our spray paint. Your attitude. Graffiti is allowed.
Embrace your inner punk.
20 euro per Person
Off the Beaten Track
Go beyond the tourist destinations to the funk and flavor at the heart of
alternative Berlin. On the border of former West Berlin, Kreuzberg was
surrounded on three sides by the Berlin Wall. The districts popularity has
boomed in reunified Berlin, but a pervasive tolerant attitude toward alternative
living helps this area retain its exceptional flair. Explore urban development:
the resulting ideologies, lifestyle, and architecture, as well as the evolution of
street art and the new bohemians. Experience Alternative Berlin.
10 euro per Person
Architecture and Interior Design
Berlin is known as an open
open-air
air museum for modern architecture. From the
modern government district to the beautiful classical square
Gendarmentmarkt, walk through the most illustrative areas of central Berlin, as
we explain the diverse and distinctive buildings along the way. Come see the
architectonical contrasts characteristic of this city and the symbolism and
history that stands at the side of every street.
10 euro per Person
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